Guilt

Guilt following a loss can be due to any of the following:

Over having done or having said something that is now regretted.
Over not having done or having said something that is now regretted.
Over surviving when your loved one died.
Over not grieving enough. Over grieving “too much”.
Over feeling that you failed to live up to certain standards.
Over having other emotional reactions to the loss such as anger, jealousy or relief that the death has occurred.

Examples of guilt statements:

“If only…” “Why didn’t I…” “I should have…” “I should not have…”
“I don’t deserve to…” “This was payment for…”

Suggestions on how to cope:
Remember, whatever you were doing when the death occurred, you were doing what you felt was the right thing to do at the time. Now, looking back, it is easy to say, “I should have done it another way.” Watch yourself when you use the word “should.” It indicates that you have a “rule” that you are attempting to force on yourself. In addition, remember:

You can never “should have.”
You can only do something now, or plan for the future.
Let go of this rule.

It is OK to feel guilty for a while, but ask yourself these five important guilt questions: How long am I going to choose to feel this way? When am I going to say, I have suffered enough? What would it take to lessen my guilt? What would it take to forgive myself? Would my loved one want me to be feeling like this?

Set a date and begin to let it go. This means that, if you are willing to work on letting go of your guilt, you will choose a date such as the next anniversary date of the death or next January 1st and continue to let yourself feel as much guilt as you wish until that date. From that point on, you will agree to stop any self-talk that includes self-references to guilt. Use the examples of guilt statements listed above as a way to monitor your progress.

Many people have found it helpful to write a letter saying things that have been left unsaid, such as “I am sorry…” or “I love you.” Another helpful way to deal with guilt is to take the energy that you have been investing into the guilt and channel it into a project. It could be volunteer work or creating something new.
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